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Daniel J. Siegel
Oct 07, Rob Slaven rated it really liked it Shelves: shelfawarenessnon-fictionpsychology. This is. I personally remember being subjected to a
similar exercise when I was in my teens, and some kids actually fell asleep during the exercise. And, as already mentioned, "Spotlight on Science"
and "Digging Deeper" information is sorely missed. The rapid growth of brain wiring is followed by severe "pruning", the dying off of unused One of
the major innovations this book offers is an alternative to the threadbare notion that teenagers are dangerous, narcissistic and irresponsible and
adolescence is the trying time every parent must endure. Sections are spent reflecting on past relationships and how to bridge or build better
relationships helpful at any age. What I expected out of this book was something rather harder and more rooted in science. Average rating 3.
More Details It helps parents and teenagers recognize the strengths of those drives and how to channel energy into productive behavior. Enlarge
cover. Perhaps the audio is a better way to "read" this book. So I reread it again. Instead you'll get instruction through analogy with concepts like
"Mindsight" and the "Wheel of Awareness". This all seemed a bit soft to me but I suspect that for the majority of the population this sort of
'softness' is actually a ringing endorsement. Sepette Var. It's a sentence thesaurus! All these attributes of the teen brain and the upsides, Siegel
points out, would serve us Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain throughout our adult lives. If I hadn't received the book in a
giveaway, thus felt compelled to review it, I probably would have put it aside or skipped large chunks. Writing Style Siegel has an annoying
tendency to reiterate facts in only slightly different language. This book Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain written so it
could be read by either teenagers or their parents. Siegel has the unique ability Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain convey
complicated scientific concepts in a concise and comprehensible way that all readers can enjoy. That was pretty cool. As he says, "Life is on fire.
This book dealt primarily with how adults can train their brains to be younger - and not about the teenage brain, which was secondary or even
perhaps tertiary. Rating It's ok 2 stars. As I read I couldn't help but think that my scientifically-oriented husband may not stick with the book
though he should. Jan 03, Molly Octopus rated it did not like it. But the ability to Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain strong
friendships predicts well-being and satisfaction throughout life. The lack of a basic introduction mean that information about the purpose of the
book, who the audience is, and how to read it, are sprinkle throughout leading to redundancies. The problem? While there are always risks and
downsides, the teen mind has unique positive qualities: - A search for the Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain and novel. A
great read, though there are a few flat bits of meandering prose is more than made up for by the examples and personal insights that are covered in
great breadth and depth. This text brings statistical tools to engineers and scientists who design and develop new products, new manufacturing
systems and processes and who improve existing systems. He also has convinced me to focus on the positive aspects of adolescence and try to
nurture my teen's brain development and, along the way, my own. After reading BrainstormI realize his typical answer of "I don't know" is
probably correct. In addition, Dr. I enjoyed the sections about how to use the teenage mind's propensity for pleasure and new things in a positive
way very enlightening, and was definitely one of the highlights of the book. If you think I am missing the point, read this book. I would still
recommend this book for people who work with teens. I think Siegel is at his best when explaining the neurology and science behind adolescent b
I received this book in a GoodReads Giveaway; this was a galley copy. This kind of puts an additional damper on treating this book like a well
researched scientific dissertation, versus a self-help system pulled from the ether with just enough name dropping to give it a sense of validity. Jan
27, Sophie rated it it was ok Shelves: non-fiction. Sepete eklendi. For more information on Dr. Siegel's Parenting from the Inside Out includes
sections called "Spotlight on Science," which highlights specific researchers, studies, and results, and "Digging Deeper," which provides resources.
Daniel J. Mar 14, Tobin Elliott rated it liked it Shelves: hard-copy. The PART we play in creating ourselves in relationships. With that said, my
favorite Mindsight Tools is the last one, in which Siegel describes seven activities downtime, playtime, sleep time, etc. It's biological! He has
become known for his research in Interpersonal Neurobiology — an interdisciplinary view that creates a framework for the understanding of our
subjective and interpersonal lives. The redundancies may occur because he wants the book to be like a conversation with the reader. There were
nuggets of good information and some strong case studies but there was Brainstorm: The Power and Purpose of the Teenage Brain too much
repetition and meandering thoughts which made it very difficult to get through the book.
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